To:
National Federation of High School llembers
From: Robert wahl, Pennsvh'ania State chairperson - email: altoonar.ault@ aol.com
USA Track and Field Pole Vault Development/High Performance Committee
Date: Mondav, NIay 25, 2009
Re:
Pole Vaulting Helmet Update
Ladies and Gentlemen:

IIy

name is Robert Wahl and I am the Pennsl'lvania State Chairperson for the
national pole vault committee. I have prepared this memo in conJunction n,ith other
national committee members concerning the issue regarding the possible adoption
of an1' pole vault helmets and the current lack of empirical scientific el,idence.
Each January, the USA Track and Field Pole Vault Development/High performance
Committee holds its annual meeting at the National Pole Vault Summit in Reno,
Nevada. one of the major topics discussed on Januarl, 1, 2009 w,as the tatest
development in regards to pole vaurting hclmets. Included are:

l.

overview of the legal paper entitled A Cost-Benefit Analysis of a pole
vaulting Helmet Requirement: why the IVFHS and other Rulemaking
Bodies should Not Adopt such a Rule by professors Russ verSteeg
and Jim Beemiller (2004 olympic gold medalist Tim l\rack's coach)
who both serve as legal counsel for the national committee and is set
to be published this spring (2009) in The Nlichigan State unir,ersity
Journal of Entertainment & Sports Law.

',

A direct personal statement from Jan Johnson, the committee's
National Safety chairperson cautioning the mandatory adoption of a
pole vaulting helmet.

3.

A timeline history of the development of the ASTN{ International
standards for the pole vault helmet rvith an article by Nlark Hannay,
Northeast Chairperson for the national committee.

The reason for this memo is that a pole vaulting helmet has now been developed to
meet the ASTM International pole vault subcommittee specifications and standards.
This helmet is manufactured by Gill Athletics. "ASTNI studies the crash rvorthiness
of helmet materials and design reconlmendations for the prote ctive prope rties of
helmets, but sports governing bodies, such as NFHS, are responsibl; fo; eyaluating
the long-term ramifications and implementation of such a safety helmet rulcs."
(VerSteeg and Beemiller) This helmet comcs in four sizes and retails currently at
$50. One note of caution is that this hclmet is designed for a fatl of less than thre e
feet according to Jan Johnson.

Gill Athletics Pole Vaulting Helmet \Yebsite:
h

ttp : //urvw. pvh elmet.

co

m/

Holever, at the national meeting this year, the same concerns detailed belolv about

a pole vault helmet possibly contributing to neck and/or spinal injuries due to h}'perflexion (when the chin forced to chest) is still a major concern. Even though the

helmet does meet the standards, by a vote of 23-4. the national committee voted
against the idea of requiring a pole vault helmet until scien tifically empirical
evidence is conducted on the possible injury issue caused by the use of a pole
vaulting helmet,

The legal paper by Professor Russ VerSteeg (New England Law Boston) and
professor Jim Beemiller (University of Tennessee) This paper details from the legal
point-of-view the remaining issues of mandating a helmet that. even though ASTNI
certified, in rvhich there are still medical concerns about using a helmet in a soft
landing area (the pole vault landing s1'stem). Their essay "contends that, for
reasons of safety and legal liability, the rules makers should not make helmets
mandatory for pole vaulters." I{ighlights of their argument are as follows:

1.

Dralvs an analogy of the role in sports safety in athletic contests and
motor vehicle safety concerning school busses. Research shorved that
the retrofitting of older school buses rvith safety belts "sholved that
the costs of injuries rvould actually increase if seatbelts lvere installed
in older buses."

2.

According to tort law, before any implementation to safety measures
in any field including sports rulesr "rule makers must undertake a
cost-benefit analysis in an effort to deterrnine lvhether the costs
associated with the implementation of any given safety rule can be
justified by the decrease of injury costs."

3.

Looks at the "recent medical research conducted by physicians who,
themselves, are actuatly pole vault coaches and intimately involved
with Pole vault safetY.

4,

Concludes that "as lvas the case for retrofitting older school buses
with seat belts, a helmet requirement for pole vaulters is dangerous.
According to medical research, the cumulative costs of injuries rvill
actually increase rather than decrease if such a rule rvere to be
implemented."

5.

Also concludes that "given the curuent stote of medical research, any
rulemaking authority that does require pole voulters to wear helmets
could be subject to liabilirv^ in the event a vaulter is injured (either
immediate or long term) due to wearing a helmeL"

This currently pubtished research article has been included as a separate document
along with this memo and the "fact sheet" ol'erview of the major points.

Slgjement from Jan Johnson: National Safetl, Chairperson,
Director of the Pole vault Safetl' Certification Board (pvscb.com):
As you may know I have qn extensive amount of data on ull the known catastrophic pV
iniuries. Since the NFHS rule changes of 2003, out.catastrophic injury record hus
been much improved, but it is not yet perfecl Vle seem to have ended the ,,out
the back
of the pit", and the "off the side of the pit" 4',pe accidents. These two
of
accidertts
epes
represented the mecltanism for the vast majorirs, of pole vuult cqtastrophic injuries.
This is of course due to the longer and n,ider landing surfaces now being used.
However, we still have some problems in the plant box qrea. I am very dlubtful that a
helmet *-ould have helped in most of the "in the box accidents', with which I anr
familiar. I have been expert legal witness in I "in the box accidents" resulting in
catastroplric head, neck, or lower back injuries. Additionally, I have personoily
v'itnessed an additional two injuries of this
4tpe. In my opinion, a hilmet migit have
helped in only o,xe ortwo of these accidents. A helmetwould have had no effect at all
irr two others (lower back area), Finally, the use of a helmet would have without
questiort increased the leverage against the neck, but given some small amount of
protectiort to the skull in the rest o.f the injuries.

How much protectiotr con q helmet be expected to give? Less than %', of hard
foant
and some plastic is not going to offer much protection in high
inti
the
box
Kevin
falls
Dare for instance fell from 15'* feeL Yf/ayne Hicks, my team-mate at Alabema, who's
accident I personally witnessed, fell from at least I4'. However, the
force impact
studies seem to indicate that the cuwent ASTM standard only offeri sulficiint
protection from falls of less than approximately three
feet!

In addition, in the "over-rotation fi,pe landing,,, (normally

a safe landing) will offer a
sigrtificantly greater ntoment of force to the neck area- This of courrn ,rill be especially
true on harder landing surfuces. All of us who are vaulter! have landed in suci o *oy I
am sure would agree!

The costs of care and upkeep of helmets v'ill be large and unending
for the schools,
wlto will immediately be obligated to purchase them if helmets are mandated, yet the
results will be doubful nt best, and offer very little (tf any) gain in ssfet!.

For these relsorxs, I think the use of a helmet should not

personal decision.

Sincere\t,
Jan Johnson
National Sofety Chair
Director Pole Vault Safety Certffication Board
Sky Jumpers Vertical Sports Club

be mandated,

but rather

a

rvith most high school
Personally I have al$'a1's stated that the major concern
be padded to the
facilities is to make sure that all hard and unf ielding surfaces
schools still fail to
specifications of the NFHS standards n'hich too manv PA
a contributing factor
property do. If a helmet is ever scientificall!' shon'n to not be
an equipment
io porrilt. neck/spinal injuries, then I l'ould be in fa'or of such
jerk"
actions'
not to make any "knee
chang.. until then L

".o^*.nd

Pole Vault Helmet Timeline Historv:
came about due to the
The movement of developing a pole vault specific helmet
in February 2a02' Dare
death of Penn State unilersity pole vaulter Kevin Dare
height of fifteen feet when
rvas killed lvhen he fell head first from an approximate
vertical resulting in Dare
the pole vaulting pole he was using never reached past
,.stalling out,' while attempting to complete a vault. Through efforts of the Dare
and reached the
famity and PSU, the KDNiax fole'r'ault helmet lvas developed
market in November of 2004'
<See the below

2005'>
article by N{ark Hannay for information through Nlarch

DC' there was
At the November 2005 ASTM International meeting in washington, consider
should
of ASTM
a debate about whether the pole vault subcommittee
and standards for a pole
specifications
of
a
set
moving forward in looking to create
that such a helmet
vaulting helmet, adopt the PSU helmet, or discuss thc concerns
*uy .orrtribute to neck and/or spinal cord injuries'
a pole vault helmet
During the meeting, most members expressed a concern that
such injuries' If a pole
may contribute ."ilr", than protect the vaulter concerning
for a soft surface
vault helmet lvere adopted, ii would be the first helmet adopted
approved helmets for
landing (the pole vauli landing system) versus other ASTI\I
etc)'
other slorts (bicycling, skateboarding, snolvboarding'

of High

At the meeting there was a representative of the National Federation
Schools.WhentheNFHsAssistantDirectorJerryDiehlrvasaskedthequestion
pole vault committee's
that if a pole vault helmet was ever constructed meeting the
The representative
recommendations, what would be the position of the NFHS'
of the
specifications
the
stated that if a helmet rvas ever constructed meeting
hclmet
the
in
adoption
committee, then the NFI{S would most likely implement
within one to three Years'

injuries, the committee
Because of this statement and the possibility of contributing
determined, that
decided that until the conccrns foi such injuries arc scientificalll'
being.
such any such helmets should be tabled for the time

In the summer of 2006, ASTII pole vault subcommittee der.eloped a set of standards
and specifications for the development of a pole vaulting helmet. The pSU/KD1Iar
helmet did not meet the standards. The standards and specifications that w'ere
developed by' the committee in 2006 could not be constructed lvith the current
materials and technologl'. It rvas felt that this uould give the national pole vault
committee at least fil'e vears to come up with a methodology to test foineck/spinal
injuries.
However, during the fall of 2008, Giil Athletics has developed a pole vault specific
helmet that meets the ASTNI International pole vault subcommittee standards and
specifications. Details of the ASTII specifications can be found on the above
included rvebsite. Note that there still has not been any scientific testing conducted
due to costs and methodology on the possible concerns of neck/spinal cord injuries.
Helmet Issue Through N,Iarch. 2005:

Helmet Facts & Opinions

(Coach's Comment #57, 3-IB-OS)
By; Mark Hannay

During the last three years, a considerable amount of debate has been dedicated to
pole vault safety including the use of helmets in the event. Each year some high
schools and colleges mandate their pole vaulters to use helmets iuring practice
sessions and competition. f n an attempt to help the schools more fulty-investigate
the feasibility of helmets in the pole vault event, the following informition is being
presented. As a member of USAT&F's National Pole Vault Development Committee
and the Pole Vault National Coaching Staff, I have provided the following specifics
concerning helmets that may be difficult to obtain or have been overlooXeA-. Much of
the following information is the result of considerabte scrutiny by the above
committees or a direct result of committees chaired by members of the above
committees. Finally, the following is accurate and veriiiable at the time of this

writing.

o
r

r

FACT- As of March 18, 2005, no pole vault certified helmets exist including
the newly released "pole vault specific,, helmets.
EXPERT OPINION - According to the National Pole Vault Development
committee's Legal council: a mandating entity (e.g,, state athletic
associations, conference, school, etc.) faces possible liability exposure to
injured athletes for damages caused by a mandated product ltretmet) and/or
by creation of an implication or false perception of safety of t-he product
(helmet).
COMMITTEE OPINION - If helmets are mandated by governing bodies or
individuals personally choose to use a helmet, the helmets cairying the
following ratings/classification are suggested, by the ASTM Fo8.5t
Subcommittee*** for use in the event. The following is the entire list of
helmet rati ngs that may provide some level of protettion, but these helmets
are not certified for pole vaulting:
c ASTM FL49Z (A helmet with an ASTM 1492 sticker in it meets the
minimum performance standards established by the ASTM for
skateboarding helmets. Many helmets advertised and sold as
skateboarding helmets do not meet this standard.)

without face guard or visor. (A helmet with
it meets the minimum performance
on
the NocsAE seal/logo
(the National operating committee
NocsAE
by
established
standards
on standards for Athletic Equipment) for lacrosse helmets).
NOCSAE Lacrosse Helmet

r

- On November 8, 2002 the American society for Testing and Materials
F08.53 Subcommittee ior Headgear and Helmets made the following
statement: ***NWhite the committee is working to establish an appropriate
that
headgear standard for use in pole vautting, the committee recommends
helmets
use
to
goveining bodies, consumers, and others desiring
i-mmediatlly use helmets that meet one of the following standards: ASTM
F14g2 or NOCSAE lacrosse helmet without face guard or visor"'
use helmets
FACT - Four states currently mandate that high school vaulters
Dakota'
*h.n participating in the pole vault eventl wisconsin, North
Minnesota, and Maine.
advisors
EXpERT OpINION - The Pole Vault Development committee's legal
is
(helmets)
equipment
non-certified
of
use
the
rrggl"r-ttnut m-andating
inidvisable and may not be enforceable'
as safety helmets, sport's helmets-, or
-BS, _ Often helmeis are marketed
pole
vaulters. Each statement is implying
for
helilets specifically designed
which is noted above as
pole
vaulting
for
icceptaUle
that the helmet is
for use in the pole vault
acceptable
f.
maiginally
to
Howevet,
questionable.
confirmations'
different
and to be certified for use in the pole vault arevery
a helmet was
that
imply
helmet"
specific
FACT - Statements like "pote vault
for pole
certification
confirm
not
does
but
it
event,
pole
vault
designed for the
vault use.
EXPERT OPINION - Some evidence, research, and prominent individuals'
including n.,Filrg.on Dr. Robert cantu, the medical director of the National
center for catastr"-prti. sports Injury Research in chapel Hill, North c-arolina,
an increased risk of neck
;;;; ;"9gested that helmets couid actually cause
research by Dr'
pit.,Current
injury wiitr over-rotation landings within the
in sports.
surgeon
orthopedic
trained
Sienter Chang MD, a fellowship
neck iniury to
of
risk
pose
increased
an
may
h.t-"ti
ih"t
medicine, sugiest
the vaulte, nitt"n landing properly or-improperly in the landing mat' It should
be noted that a vaulter risks a neck injury if he/she has an "over rotation"
landing in the landing mat, The use of a hetmet during an"over-rotation"
are
landing increases this risk. Furthermore, the medical doctors who such
share
also
members of the ASTM Pole vault Headgear Task Group
pole vault
concerns, but are not necessarily against the development of a
helmetortheadoptionofpolevaulthelmetstandards.
votes were taken at the 20o5 Men.s PoIe
EAC.T - On January 18, 2oo5, straw
vault Development meeting at the Reno, Nevada National Pole vault summit'

FACT
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Should pole vaulting helmets be mandatory?
The committee voted as follows:
Yes - 1, No - 32, Abstentions - 4
should more research be done in the area of pole vaulting helmets?
The committee voted as follows:
Yes - 37, No - 0, Abstentions - O

and
Editors lvote.. Many helmets do not have or display rating labels/stickers/logos
ASTM
the
meets
a
helmet
that
certain
to
be
way
only
The
rated.
may or may not be
F1492 rating
F74g2 or NOCSAE facrosse Helmet standard is to check for an ASTM
or in the
on
Iabel/sticker/logo
tabel/sticker/logo or NOCSAE Lacrosse Helmet
that do
Helmets
helmet'
the
inside
af
the
on
helmet. The rating can often be found
avoided'
be
not carry such labeling should

Pole Vaultine Helmet Fact Sheet
1.

In 2006, ASTII International Pole Vault Subcommittee developed a set of standards
and specifications for a proposed pole vaulting helmet to be incorporated after the
conclusion of scientific testing on possible neck stem and spinal cord injuries caused
by a helmeted landing on a soft surface..

2.

Fall 2008, Gill Athletics has developed a pole vaulting helmet that meets the ASTNI
criteria even though the scientific testing has not 1'et been conducted on soft surface

landings.
3.

Per usual practice, the National Federation of High Schools generally adopts
equipment recommendations from ASTNI International x'ithin one to three vears

time.
4.

The USA Track and Field Pole \1ault f)evelopment,{Iigh Performance Committee
voted at its national meeting in January 2009 by a 23-4'r'oted to not
),et recommend
the use of a pole vaulting helmet due to the above concerns until scientific testing is
complcted and the empirical evidence is analyzed.

5.

The major medical concern is about a pole vault helmet possibly contributing to
neck and/or spinal injuries due to hyper-flexion, or when the chin forced to
chest. This could either be an irnmediate injury or long-term.

6.

A legal essay published Spring 2009 entitle d A cost-Benefit Analysis of a pole
Vaulting Helmet Requiremetil: Why the NFHS snd Other Rulemaking Bodies Should
I\rot Adopt such a Rule. This essay has been written by two of the national
committee's Iegal advisors, Professor Russ \/e rStceg and Profcssor Jim Bcemillcr,
on the legal ramifications for the adoption of such equipment without proper
scientific testing of a well documented concern by elite/expert coaches in the field of
pole vaulting who serve on the national committee. They conclude thtt,,given the
current state of me dical research, any rulemaking authority that does require pole
vaulters to wear helmets could be subject to liabilin in the event a vaulter is irijured
(either intmediate or long tcrm) due to wcaring a helmet."

7.

Jan Johnson, National Safety'Chairperson for the USA Track and Field pole Vault
DevelopnrentAligh Performance Committee states tha,t"theforce impact studies
seern to indicate that the current ASTM standard onl1, offers sufficient protectionfronr
falls of less than approximately three fe et" and that "the use of a helmct should iot be
a requirenrent, but rather a personal decisiort.r'

8.

It

9.

The Penn State developed KDlIax pole vaulting helmet does not mcct the
specifications and standards adoptcd by the ASTI\I International Pole \zault
Subcommittee.

is much more important that all high school facilities be cloself inspectcd to make
sure that they are indecd in compliance rvith NFHS rules mandatine that all hard
and unyieldinq surfaces be padded. This includes any tl.pe of rutncrizeaiiack
surfaces excluding the designated pole vault runlva.v.

A cosr-BENEFTT AxlLvsrs op e por-p veuLrrxc HEr-lrEr
Rrqurnelrexr: wuv rus NFHS exn orsER Rulelr.rru:,ic Boorrs
SHoLrLo Nor Aoopr Sucs.r Rur_p
Prof. Russ VerSteeg & prof. James Bemiller.

IxrtooucuoN

In the spring of 2002 three

teenagers died as a result of head
injuries sustained in pole vault accidents. Those deaths fanned the flames
of debate regarding whether pole vaulters ought to be required to wear
protective helmets.' At the November ll, 2004, meeting of the pole
vault Helmet Task Group F08.53 of the American Society for Testing and
Materials International (ASTM), the representative of the National
Federation of State High school Associations (NFHS), Assistant Director
Jerry Diehl, said something that prompted us to undertake the writing of
this essay. when asked if he thought the NFHS would make pole vault
helmets mandatory if the ASTM were to establish a helmet standard, he
replied that it would just be a mauer of time. The room fell silent. A
number of the participants were numb and nearly in a state of shock. In
discussing this matter in the three years that have passed since that
rneeting, others who were in attendance stated (in private conversations)
that they were dumbfounded and nonplussed to think that, simply because
the ASTM might adopt a standard establishing the minimum engineering
and design requirements for a pole vault helmet, the NFI{S wouki adopi
the ASTM standard as a mandatory helmet rule without further
consideration of the long term effects of such a decision. Many in the
room that day, upon learning that the NFHS would make helmets
mandatory, felt concern and downright fear to think the ASTM
subcommittee held in its hands the fate of high school pole vaulters for the
'Russ versteeg is a professor of lau,'at New England Law Boston. J.D.,
University
Connecticut School of Law, 1987. A.B. (Education), Universiry of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, 1979' James Bemiller is a professor at University of Tennessee at Knoxviile.
J.D., university ol rennessee at Knoxvijle,lgg2. M.s. (Education), university of
Tennessee at Kroxville, 1988., B.s. (Education), Miami univerisry (ohio), 19g5.
I see Russ Versteeg, Negligence in the Air: safety,
regat Li.auitity, an6 the pote
vault, 4 TEx. Rrv. Exr. & Sponrs L. 109, 109-l12 (2003) [hereinafrer, ,'verSteeg,
Negligence in the Air."l. see c/so, Sheila Hagar & Vicki Hillhouse, young Athlete

of

Remembered

for Faith, Friendship, walla walla Union Bulletin

(200g)

http://www.union-bulletin.com (Ryan l\,Ioberg of walla walla, washingron died on April
2,2008, two days after a pole vault accident. Moberg's dearh was the first reported pole
vault related faraliry since rhe rh.ree tragic deaths of Z0O2).
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the subcommittee
foreseeable furure. Shortly after Mr. Diehi's comment,
abandon the
took a vote and nearly decided (the vote was very close) to
project completely. Indeed it is daunting to think that the ASTM
that would
subcommittee had the power to push the first domino
high school
irrevocably set in motion the establishment of a mandatory
helmet rule.
ASTM studies the crash worthiness of helmet materials and design
but sport
recornmendations for the protective properties of helmets,
the longgoverning bodies, such as NFHS, are responsible for evaluating
and implementation of such a helmet safety rule' By

term ramifications
an "industry"
establishing such a safety rule, the governing body creates
it was
standard which it requiies all members to follow. Therefore,
use at the high
disconcerting to think ih. blunt .t implementation of helmet
minimum
school level would rest solely upon the adoption of the ASTM
by
helmets
of
use
standard, without further discussion of the effects of the
the athletes in tlie sPort'
At the November 2005 F08.53 Task Force Meeting, Mr' Deihl'
the previous year,
appearing to retreat somewhat from his statement made
issue
said the NFHS would carefully consider both sides of the helmet
rule'
helmet
prior
to making a decision whether to enact a rnandatory
^Sin..
2006'
that meeting, the ASTM process has moved forward' In early

aOoiteO Standard F2400-06 "Standard Specification for
adopted,
Helmets Used in Pole Vaulting."t Thus, with an ASTM standard
of
rul" *uk.rs such as the NFHS will now presumably revisit the question
whether they ought to require pole vaulters to wear helmets.
This essay contends that, for reasons of safety and legal liability,
The
rule makers should not make helmets rnandatory for pole vaulters'
also closely
authors of this paper are both attorneys whose caIeeIS have
has been a law
interconnected wiin pole vaulting. Professor VerSteeg
Law, Sports
professor for 20 years. During that tirne, he has taught Tort
pole
Law, and tras puulished four articles about the safety aspects of
one
vauliing., He ii also a high school pole vault coach who has coached
16-foot vaulter and numerous Giris State Charnpions in Connecticut'a

the ASTM

see ASTM's Document Summary, F24-00-06 (2006) http://www.astm.org.
3 VerSteeg, Ilegligence in fhe Air, supra nore l; Pote Vault Injuries: Product
L' 231 (2004);
Liabiliry and CommerJial Law Theories,5 Trx. REv' Exr. & SPoRrs
Associations
school
verSteeg, A Legal commenlary on the National Federalion of liigh
431 (20041;
J"
L'
Track and Fiekl Rules Retating to the PoIe vault, 14 Mnnq. SPoRrs
(2005)'
93
L'
Exr. & Tecu.
VerSteeg, Arresting Vaulrirtg iole Technotogy, 8 VaNo. J.
England
New
a Jordan Thull of Eur, Lyme, connecticut, won the 2006
at
available
is
with a vault of tO'0t". Jordan Thull's athletic profile
2

Championslrip

Springl

C

o sr- B r lt r r t r A )iALy s
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Professor Bemiller is the coach of the 2004 oly,mpic charnpion. Tirn
lvlack. He is a professor of Exercise, Sport, and Leisure Srudies at the
university of rennessee. He teaches unclergraduate and graduate level
courses in Sports Law and sports Governance. prior to joining the faculry
at the university of rennessee, he practiced law for l0 years, including
civil defense litigation. Professor Berniller has also coached vaulrers ar
the university of rennessee who have won 5 NCAA championships, 15
sEC championships, and currently hold the American Junior, and NCAA
records.s we are not saying that we are necessarily the experts on this
topic. Perhaps we are the only lawyers or professors who have had the
oppormniry and time to devote to studying the issues related to pole vault
safety. our experiences have helped to shape certain perspectives about
the pole vault helmet issue, and we want to take this oppornrnity to share
our views.
In Part I, we explain the role of safety rules in athletic contests and
drarv an analogy to motor vehicle safety; school buses in particular. part
I
explains that rule makers eventually abandoned the idea of mandating
older school buses to be retrofitted with seat belts because research
showed that the costs of injuries would actually increase if seatbelts were
installed in older buses. Part II reviews legal principles developed in tort
hnp://www.gonu.com/mtrack/thull.shtml. (last visited Dec.2r,200g). Amy
Janceweicz
of Norwich Free Academy won the 2003 Connecticut Class LL Championship with
9'06". She won again in 2004 with a meet record of 10-09. Jessica Sullivan, also of
Norwich Free Academy, won the same title in 2005 with a vault of 10'00", and
she
repeated as champion in 2006, clearing l0'10" for a new meet record. rn200z,
Sullivan
won the LL and Open titles both indoors and ourdoors, vaulting l1'06" in both.
Jessica

Sullivan's athletic profile is

available ot

htrp;//und.csrv.com/sports/c-

trackJmtt/sullivanjessica00.html. (iast visited Dec. 21, 2008). Anorher Norwich
Free
Academy vaulrer, Kim Johnson, won both the LL and open Indoor championship
in
2008, with a PR of rl'02" . Results from rhe 200g LL Girl, Indoo, Track Meet are
auailable a/ hmp://mysporrsresulrs.com. (last visited Dec. 2i, 200g). And on January
9,
2009, Kaylan PicKord, a Norwich Free Academy junior, became just the fourth irigir
school girl in Connecticut to vault l l'00', indoors.
5
Lawrence Johnson set the current American Junior record in 1993 as a freshman
at
Tennessee with a vault of 5.71m (18'8 3/4"). As a senior Lawrence vaulted
5.97m (19'7
ll2") to ser the NCAA and American record. The NCAA mark still srands, while the
American record has been surpassed. Lawrence Johnson's athietic profile is available
at
htrp://usatf.org. (last visited Dec. 21, 2009). Tim Mack won the zbo+ otymplc Gold ir
Athens with an olympic Record vaulr of 5.95m (19'6 l/2"). Later rhat summer
Tim
became one of a select group of t,aulters to best the 6 meter barrier when he
won the
IAAF World Athletic Final in Monaco with a meer record vault of 6.0lrn (l9,gl/2',).
Tim Mack's athletic profile is available a/ http://www.usatf.com. (last visited Dec. 21,
2008).
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law, which insist that prior to implernenting safety measules in

either
costa
sports' rules or highway safety rules, rule makers must undenake
with
benefit analysis in an effort to determine rvhether the costs associated
of any given safety rule can be justihed by the

the implementation
decrease

in injury costs. Again, drawing an analogy from highway safety,

we note that automobile safety researchers concluded the costs associated
a
with adding seat belts and air bags to new cars would be justified by
by
together
reduction in inluty costs, Parts III and IV tie these pieces
sports,
in
other
posfularing how these principles apply to safety helmets
a serious look at
and then to the rport of pole vaulting. This section takes
are
recent medical research conducted by physicians who, themselves,
vault safety'
actually pole vault coaches and intimately involved with pole
This essay concludes that, as was the case with the idea of retrohtting
pole vaulters
older school buses with seat belts, a helmet requirement for
is dangerous. According to medical research, the cumulative costs of
be
injuriei will actually increase rather than decrease if such a rule were to
of
implemented. Oui conclusions also suggest, given the current state
pole vaulters
medical research, any rulemaking authority that does require
be subject to liability in the event a vaulter is
to wear helmets
"orrtO
injured (either immediate or long term) due to wearing a helmet'

I,

SPORTS
SOITE CONCPPTS ASSOCTRTTD WITH S,CPETY RUI-ES IN

game.
There are several types of rules in sports. Some define the
promote safety'
Some prevent unfair competition. Some are designed to
obviously, a rule requiring a pole vaulter to wear a helmet is a safety
rule. Prior to adopting a safety rule, it is irnportant for a rule maker, or
such a
governing body, to uear in mind the pros and cons of adopting
*t.. Surely a safety rule should prevent rnore harrn than it causes' helmet
The question of whether there should be a pole vault
"laws" should be
requirement ii analogous to the issue of whether other
example, one
enacted requiring ceriain prophylactic safety measures. For
school buses
analogy that comes to mind is the question of whether old
years, groups
should be required to have safety belts installed. For many
of concerned parents lobbied their legislators to enact laws to have older
that'
school buses retrofitted with seat belts. The parents were concerned
to
due
in the event of an accident, children would suffer severe injuries
not being secured in their seats. But research engineers tested and
buses be
calculated the effects of implementing laws mandating that school
belted
were
retrofitted with seat belts. The engineers found, if children
in, that a number of serious and dangerous consequences were likely to
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follow.

Crash tests conducted in canada showed that wearing seat belts
was likely to increase the likelihood of children's heads hining the seat in
front of them, "resulting in severe or fatal head and neck injuries."6 The

same study indicated that "shoulder belts increase the chance of
abdominal injuries" and that "children would slip down, risking injuries to
organs covered by the lap belts."7 "A lggg sfudy by the us National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) suggesred that adding seat beits to
school buses vvill cause additional head injuries and probabty additional
deaths in some crashes."s commenting on an American study from the
1970's, a 1994 New South whales paper, prepared for the Bus Safety
Advisory Committee, stated:

It

was concluded that the use of lap belts alone in
conjunctio' with the low-backed and inadequately padded
seats that were fypical of those installed in North America
at that time (and are still typical of route service buses in
New South Whales) could increase injury because the lap
belted passenger pivots about the belt and slams the head,
face and, if tall enough, chest into the seat back ahead.e
That same New South whales sfudy also raised the concern that
retrofitting school buses with safety belts would also be a problem because
of the lack of stability in the floors of the older buses ,,due to the need to
strengthen the underfloor struclure."t0 presumably, if the underfloor were
not reinforced, the weight of school children shifting during an accident
could acfually cause the seat belts themselves to become unbolted from the
floor, causing more severe injuries than if the children were not wearing a
seat belt in the first place.rl so, in light of the engineering research and

6 canada

Safery council, "Seat-Belts

in

School Buses?" hmp://www.safery-

council.org/info/traffic/schbusbelt.htm (last visited Dec. 21, 2008); See ciso .,Seat Belts
on School Buses: A Review of Issues and Research" The University of North Carolina
Highway
Research
Center
(Feb.
29,
1996),
http : //www.hsrc. unc. edu/pubinfo/child busses.htm.
7

/d. lemphasis added).
Id. (emphasis aclded).
e
Dr' Michael Henderson and Michael Paine, "School Bus Seat Belts: Their Fitment,
Effectil'eness and Cost" (Dec. 1994) http://users.tpg.com.au/users/mpaine/busbelt.html.
8

(emphasis added).
i0

Id.

" Id. ar 10. (This study concluded: "the mandarory firting of lap-only or lap/sash
seat belts in large route service buses used for the transport of children in the Schoo]
Student Transport Scheme is not recommended.").
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testing, parents and legislators concluded that, since such a rule (a rule
that at face value looked good in theory) acrually was likely to increase the
likelihood of causing injuries and in fact would have wound up costing
much more (i.e., purchasing and installing belts p/us the costs associated
with the more severe injuries that would have been caused in accidents), it
would be unwise to implement such a rule. Therefore they abandoned the
idea.r2

analysis (i.e., in which the balancing of
treatment of a dangerous condition must be weighed against its potential
long term effects) occurred when the 7-tirne Tour de France Champion,
Lance Armstrong, was diagnosed with testicular cancer in 1996' To

A similar cost-benefit

combat the severity of his illness, Armstrong originally sought
consultation from expefts in llouston, Texas' The doctors in l{ouston
outlined a treatment protocol which involved caustic doses of
chemotherapy and radiation. The treatrnent would cure the cancer, but

would ravage his lungs in such a way that he would never be able to race a
bike again. He would have to learn to walk again' The chemotherapy
would also leave him infertile, and in irnrnense pain. Because of the late
stage of his cancer diagnosis, the doctors in Houston believed that this
prolocol was his best option. Armstrong was taken aback, and sought a
second opinion from experts at the Indiana Medical Center in Indianapolis
who had pioneered the treatment of testicular cancer. Their plan included
tailoring hiS treatment with the goal of helping him to return to riding'
Without compromising his chances for recovery, they altered his treatment
protocol of chemotherapy to preserve his iungs' and his brain tumors were
iemoved surgically, rather than using railiation, to preserve his balance'
Armstrong and his doctors' careful study and analysis led to a solution that
treated the problem without suffering residual long term negative effects
on his otherwise healthy systems. Choosing the more radical treatment
wouid have caused debilitating long-terrn side effects and the end of his
athletic career.'' Although this example deals with a medical decision
making process rather than a legal process, it is another example of an

initial opinion which looked good in theory, but under

careful

seat
The clear trend today is to design nerv school buses in a way that will make
buses'
older
retro-fit
to
efforts
regarding
change
belts safe. But there has been very little
News'
due to the high costs and increased risks of injuries. See School Transportation
21,
(iast
Dec'
visited
"The History of S.ot Belt Development" http://wurv'stnonline.com
12

2008).
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consideration of the cost of prevention, led to a more refined solution.

II. TirE H.lxo FoRvur_e,

axo How rr AppLrEs ro SerEry Rules

Lawyers have adopted an economic mode of analysis to evaluate safety
precautions and the advisability of safety rules. A famous judge, Learned
Hand, put it this way: Before adopting a safety rule, we should determine
whether the costs of adopting the rule outweigh the benefits of adopting it
and vice versa.'o In short, Judge Hand said that we should compare two
costs. First, we should try to determine the likelihood of the injury (i.e.,
probability or the "risk" that a given type of injury might occur) that we
are trying to prevent and also try to assess the magnirude of that potential
injury. According to Judge Hand, the likelihood of the injury multipried
by the magnitude of the injury equals the "cost" of that iujury. That is
one "cost. " Second, on the other side of the equation, we should
determine the costs associated with preventing tl-rat potential harm, In
short, if the costs of trying to prevent the harm are greater than the costs
of the harm itself, then it would not make sense to adopt a rule requiring
the preventative measures. on the other hand, if the costs of trying to
prevent the harrn are less than the costs of the injury, then it would make
sense to adopt a rule requiring safety measures. The preventative
measures are said to be cost-effective.
Using Judge Hand's rule ("Hand Formula"), we typically analyze
any given proposed safety rule as follows. First, in order to evaluate the
"costs" associated with an injury (the injury that we are trying to prevent)
we must assess the likelihood (probability) of the harm. How does one go
about doing that? well, this is where empirical research from the
insurance industry or other statistical studies can help. For example, in
the automobile industry, empirical research can give us a good idea of the
probability of certain types of car crashes. what percentage of car crashes
involve certain types of injuries? And what percentage of drivers are
involved in those types of accidents? Secondly, we must try to assess the
"magnitude of the harm." With automobile crashes, for example, the
"magnitude" of injury involves at least two factors: 1) the severity of the
injury (i.e., grave bodily harm or death); and 2) the costs associated with
that injury (e.g., the insurance costs, medical costs, pain and suffering,
loss of consortium, etc., associated with grave bodily harm or death).
According to the Hand Formula (the way lawyers evaluate the advisability
of safety rules), this is how we arrive at the "costs" of the injury: we
ra

See United States

v. Carroll Towing Co.,

159

F.2d

169 (2d

Cir.

1947).
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multiply the probability of the injury occurring by the magnirude of the
injury. So, using our empirical research we must arrive at Some number
to express probability (i.e., a number between .000 and 1'000)'
Second, we must arrive at Some nurnber to eXpIeSs the "magnitude
of harm" (e.g., the costs associated with the glave bodily injury or death
caused by certain types of automobile accidents, presumably expressed as
a dollar amount). The next step in the Hand Formula analysis is to
determine, as nearly as possible, the costs of preventing the harm. For
example, in order to try to prevent glave bodily harm and death in
automobile accidents, the auto industry has spent millions of dollars doing
research and development for safety belts and air bags, and continues to
sfudy the effects of their use. In addition, the auto industry has spent
millions of dollars manufacturing and installing safety belts and air bags in
all motor vehicles. Prior to making safety belts and air bags mandatory in
newly manufacfured vehicles, legislators had to satisfy themselves that tlie
costs associated with preventing grave bodily harrn and death in certain
types of crashes (the R & D, manufacturing and installation costs) were
less than the costs of the harm (i.e., "cost of the harm" dehned as the
probability multiplied by the costs incurred by the harm [insurance,
medical, legal, etc.]). In short, legislators had to decide that it was going
to cost less to prevent the injuries than the aggregate costs of the injuries
themselves.

III.

FECTNG BRUTAL REEIITY IN THE CONTTXT OF PROTECTIVE

HPluers

IN SPoRTS

It may seem dispassionate to think about grave bodily harm and

death in terms of probabilities, insurance costs, medical costs, and legal
fees. But for good or ill our society has developed a legal system, a
medical system, and an insurance system thrat take these types of factors
into account. Those of us involved in making sports rules would be
remiss if we were to ignore this analysis. Sport governing bodies
ultimately will be judged by the legal systern under these theories when
their decisions are scrutinized. Therefore, before creating an industry
standard of practice, governing agencies should conduct a transparent and
thorough investigation into the costs, benef,tts' and future consequences
that rule changes might entail.
Presumably, when baseball rule makers, football ru1e makers, and
hockey rule makers adopted rules making helmets mandatory in those
,portr, they determined that the costs associated with preventing head
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injuries (i.e., purchasing helmets for every participant) were less than the
costs associated with the frequency and types of head injuries that they
sought to prevent (e.g., the probabiliries of being struck by a baseball or
being struck by a flying puck when multiplied by the costs of severe head
and face injuries).'s This process was exemplified by the American
Football Coaches Association when it initiated the First Annual Survey of
Football Fatalities in 1931 to address the increase in catastrophic injuries
and death which plagued the sport at that time. These continuing research
projects now encompass all major sports for men and women through the
National Center for Catastrophic Sport Injury Research at the university
of North carolina at chapel Hill. The governing bodies of football have
implemented safety rules, such as banning wedge formations and imposing
blocking restrictions, which were less expensive than the costs associated
with a burgeoning catastrophic injury rate which threatened the integriry
of the game. '6
IV. Appr_rcATroN To rrrE Issue or WrrprugR HElvprs
Ssout-o nE MeNoeroRy FoR por_r Ve.ur_rgRs
Those of us who are involved with the sport of pole vaulting must now
come to terms with these issues as they relate to our sport. A small

number of states (e.g., wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Minnesota, and Maine) have already adopted rules making helmets
mandatory, and an NFHS representative has said that the NFHS may
make helmets mandatory. As pole vault coaches, and more importantly,
lawyers and professors who specialize in sports law and risk management,
we think that it is imperative that the NFHS pause to assess this situation
seriously and critically before deciding to require all high school vaulters
to wear helmets. Have we as interested members of the pole vault
community really done our homework and risk assessment? Have we
carefully thought through the Hand Formula analysis? or are we jumping
to conclusions with knee-jerk reactions to a handful of fatal accidents?
The authors of this paper fear that it would be a serious mistake for the
NFHS, NCAA, IAAF, or anyone for that matter to adopt a mandatory
helmet rule before carefully analyzing the long-term effects of such a
regulation.
15

For a brief discussion of the effects of mandatory helmet ruies in other sports, see
VerSteeg, Negligence in the Air, supra l7ote I at l6j-j0.
16
National Center for Catastrophic Sport Injury Research, The University of North
carolina-chapel Hill, Twenry Second Annual Report: Fall of l9g2-Spring 2004,
available at http:llwww.unc.edu?depts/nccsilAliSport.htm (iasr visited July 26, 2006).
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Pole vaulting is a demanding sport with a long and unique history.
1775
The modern pole vauit was a part of the sport of gymnastics around
probably
proglam,
and was later moved to the athletics or track and field
jump,
and due to the
because of its similarity to the long jump and high
Because
increased Space needed aS approach runs and heights increased'rt
,,closed" nature of the event, taking place in a fixed environment,
of the
encourage helmet
the vault is totally different from sports which require or
use. Biking, skateboarding, snowboarding, equestrian, football, and the
like all take place in an "open" environment in which participants must
players' In pole
react to a changing landscape of hard surfaces and other
vaulting we have control over the environment. Rather than requiring
of injury
helmets, the goal of organizers should be to remove the causes
and
through rule modifications that enhance the safety of the environment,
impacts'
enhance competent coaching, thereby reducing dangerous
to
participants
Should gymnastics or springboard/piatform diving require
wear helmets while peiforming i' air naneuvers to protect participants
from the rare mishap? Presumably, gymnasts and divers would resist
with
helmets because of their cumbersome nafure and interference
would
kinesthetic awareness and performance. It is likely that a helmet
diver's neck'
add stresses and strains, foi example, to a gymnast'S and/or
as
potentially causing injuries. A mandatory helrnet rule for sports such
gy-rrurti.r, divin-g, and pole vaulting would appear to treat the result
addressed
rather than the ,uir.. Aiguably, these safety concems can be
by adequate athletic facility design, improved coaching, and the realization
risk of
that in iertain instances accidents simply will occur as an inherent
the sport.

Thefollowingaresomethoughtsregardingourassessmentof

automobile
applying the Hand Formula to the helmet issue' First, like the
was
inilustry, we too want to prevent grave bodily harm and death. As
died
noted, in 2a02, within two months of one another, three teenagers
from head injuries that resulted from pole vault accidents'r8 Several
have been
studies have documented the "catastrophic accidents" that
Several
years.re
reported in the pole vault community Ouiing the past 20
about the
doctors and researchers have begun gathering data and writing
r? See History

of the Pole Vault,

http://www'petrspacek'comihistory/history'htm
open Encyclopedia Project, Poie vault'
Russ verSreeg, and Ray
hrp//open_site.org (lasr visiied June 27, 2006); Jan Johnson,
tcring, Iilustrated History of the Pole Vault (2007)'

(last visited Dec. 21, 2008).;

See also The

it Versteeg, Negligence in the Air, suprc note I'
le See Bariy Bodei, etal., Catastrophic lnjuries in PoIe Vaulters,29 AM' J'
Mpn. 50 (2001).
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probabilities of these catastrophic injuries occurring.r0
It seems to us that we have sufficient statistical data to begin to
arrive at one side of the Hand Formula's equation. We can determine the
"cost" of grave bodily injury or death of an individual.2' Given our
statistical data, we also can forecast the probability of rhese types of head
injuries (i.e., the types of injuries that a helmet is designed to prevenr or
minimize). we must be careful and recognize that the probability appears
to have been reduced during the past hve years as a direct result of the
new rules mandating an increased pit size, and perimeter padding of all

hard surfaces surrounding the landing pit, and minimum

standard

placement.2z Data indicates that the mishap of a vaulter landing with his
or her body partially on the landing pit and his or her head whipping off
the pit and striking the surrounding hard surface, usually some sort of
pavement material, or completely missing the landing pit and landing on a
hard surface accounted for 69% of the catastrophic injuries reported.
These types of injuries appear to have been virtually elirninated, or at the
very least, dramatically reduced as a result of the new safety regulations
currently in place (e.9., pit size, perimeter padding, standard depth, etc.).
The circumstance of a vaulter becoming disoriented or releasing the pole
without enough momentum and landing in the planting box accounted for
25% of the catastrophic injuries reported in the Boden et al. study.2l
Current rule changes and recorrunendations relating to pit placement, box
collars, padding for hard surfaces around the perimeter of the pit,
minimum staudard settings, painted safety landing areas on the top pad of
the pit, and pole rating and maximum grip regulations are designed to
reduce these occurrences. We also submit that the probability has been
further reduced due to the increased awareness and emphasis on risk
20

see Spencer chang, et. al., Pole vault Injuries (unpubrished research paper, on
file with author); see also spencer Chang, et. al. The Effect of New safety Regulations on
Injury Prevention in the Pole Vault (wpublished research paper, on file wirh author)
[hereinafter "Injury Prevention"f
2r Again, assigning a monetary value
to human life may seem dispassionate,
.

however, we assure you that we are extremely compassionate persons (in 1997 Professor
VerSteeg's sister was a murder victim...handgun...and so he is personaily familiar with
the emotional trauma associated with the violent and unexpected death of a family
member). But the cold hard facts of life necessitate that we arrive at thc legal rules by
which we order our society in a logical fashion, taking costs and benefits into account in
many circumstances that otherwise may seem eifier unsympathetic at best, or inhumane
at worst.
22

see NCAA Rule 2-6-l avaitable at http:l/www.ncaa.org (lasr visited Dec. 21,

2008).
23

See Boden, snpra note 18 at 50.
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athletes' So in
management education and safety for both coaches and
vaulter will
blunt terms, our task is to calculate the probability that a pole
(i'e', we
suffer grave injury or death as a result of traurna to the head
*urt *ultiply the probability - again a number between .000 and 1'00 - of
"cost" - of that accident)'
such an accident by the dollar value ThesecondstepinapplyingtheHandFormulawillbetodetermine
we must
the costs of prevention. There are two irnportant matters that
associated with
take into account. First, there are the obvious direct costs
will it cost
the out of pocket costs of purchasing equipment.zo How much
Presumably
schools und/o, individuals to purchase a helmet for vaulters?
begin by
some sharing of helmets is feasible, but at least we could
we
multiplying the number of vaulters by the retail price of a helmet.
in
must also consider whether these costs incurred will be effective
the
preventing the injuries we are concerned with, namely falls into
helmet
ptanting box or onto hard surfaces. Experts suggest that no feasible
wiil protect a vaulter in the event of a 16-foot fall that results in a direct
an
blow to the back of the head against an unpadded plant box. Such
helmets' The
impact would exceed the capabilities of current motorcycle
to be managed by an 18-foot vault would be three times the
"n"rgy of a bicycle helmet. To protect against such an impact would
use
"up$itiry
require a helmet of such weight and thickness as to make its
imfracticat.tt Therefore, the cost of mandatory helmet regulation should
provide a
include the caveat that the helmet is not a panacea, and may
false sense of protection from catastrophic injury'
But there is a much more important and serious cost that must be
with
added to this side of the equation, narnely, the costs associated
chang,
Spencer
injuries caused by helmets. Dr. wilson SooHoo and Dr.
doing
(who are both poie vault coaches themselves) and others have begun
cause to a
research on the potential injuries that wearing a helmet might
pole vaulter. in particular, their research shows that an appreciable
p"r..rrtug. (at least l0%) of pole vault landings occur in such a way that
in
upon impact or immediately after impact (i.e., roliing backwards
a sudden
"ith.,
the pit i*meAiately after landing) a vaulter's neck experiences
that
hyperflexion of thl cervical vertebrae.26 Their research also shows
,o Of course even this seemingly straight forward cost involves certain additional
insurance, and
hidden costs as weil. For example, the reseaich and deveiopment,
manufacturing costs involved with producing a pole vault helmet'

15 Bicylce Helmet Safety institute, "Helmets

www.helmets.org/other.htm (1ast visited Jan' 26' 2006)'
76Iniury Pre,-enlion, suprarrole 19 at2'

for Many Activities"

http://
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the added thickness of a helmet at the nape of the neck wili exacerbate the
hyperflexion upon landing, increasing the likelihood of cervical spinal
injury.2t
In some instances, this hyperflexion may directly cause a severe
cervical spinal injury immediately upon impact. In particular, Dr. Chang
has argued some landings, that in the past have merely caused strains to a
vaulter's neck, probably would have caused spinai fractures if the vaulter
had been wearing a helmet.28
In addition to the likelihood of immediate injury, this hyperflexion
caused by a helmet is also likely to cause significant long-term or chronic
neck injuries. If one were to extrapolate, and try to calculate the number
of repeated occurrences of these types of landings over several years of
vaulting, it is clear a significant number of these hyperflexion landings
will occur over the course of several years. So let us assume hundreds of
thousands of hyperflexion landings will occur in any given year. Now let
us also take the doctors' word and assume a helmet will increase the
severity of hyperflexion. Lastly, consider the nature of the potential
injury these factors could produce if the NFHS, for example, were to
make helmets mandatory. Hundreds of thousands of hyperflexion
landings will occur over the course of several years. Helmets will
exacerbate this hyperflexion effect. This, in our opinion, is a formula for
disaster. This combination of hyperflexion landings - coupled with the
fact that helmets will intensifu the severity of the effects of those landings
on the cervical vertebrae - wili certainly cause chronic neck injuries in the
long term. Thus, there is an argument to be made that chronic neck
injuries (i.e., injuries to the cervical vertebrae) will probably be among
the long{erm effects of wearing a helmet while pole vaulting. Of course
at the present time we have no empirical data to show what long term
effects wearing a helmet will have on a statistical sample of the pole vault
population. What we do have is a group of doctors and researchers who,
based upon their professional analysis and judgment, forecast that this is a
likely result.2e If they are correct, and if an appreciable percentage of
vaulters (assuming a mandatory helmet rule) would eventually suffer
chronic injuries to the cervical vertebrae, we can only imagine that the
aggregate, cumulative medical, insurance, and legal costs would be
substantial.
Therefore, the risk of both immediate and long-term injuries
21

Id. at 5, 17-20.
Id. ar l'l-19.
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Id. at l'7-20.
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caused by wearing a helmet while pole vaulting seems to be too great a
cost to make helmets mandatory.

V. CoNclusIoN
Therefore, we find ourselves faced with exactly the type of
problem that not long ago faced lawmakers who were considering
iegislation to require the installation of seat belts in old school buses.
Riying on medical research, just as the legislators relied on engineering
research, we must determine whether we believe that such a rule will
make the sport safer or more dangerous aS was done when legislators had
to determine whether they thought adding seatbelts would make
schoolchildren more or less safe. Our analysis boils down to this.
(1) Costs associated with the injury we are trying to prevent equal
the probabiliry of severe head trauma or death caused by hitting one's
head on a hard surface (e.g., tire plant box) multiplied by the medical,
insurance, and legal costs of such injuries'
(2) Costs associated with trying to prevent severe head trauma or
death equals out of pocket costs to purchase helmets (which will not
protect ihe vaulter from a fall from any significant height) plus medical,
irrr,rrun.", and legal costs resulting from some percentage of vaulters
suffering (a) sudden, direct cervical spinal fractures due to hyperflexion;
and (b) chronic, long-term cervical vertebrae injuries'
Simply stated, before the NFHS oI any rulemaking body decides to
adopt a mandatory helmet rule, they must first determine rvhether they
think (1) is more or less than (2). Our opinion is that taking into
consideration the recent implementation of other safety rules that are now
in place, the costs of prevention by mandating helmets far outweighs the
costs of hann, and therefore a mandatory helmet rule would be a terrible
(if not disastrous) idea from a legal standpoint. It appears that the
probability of the type of injury that helmets are designed to prevent is
extremely low. Our statistics suggest a very srnall percentage of vaults
result in severe head trauma or death. Only two such injuries have been
reported during the past five years (i.e', since the new pit-size rules and
*1", ,"quiring perimeter padding went into effect).3o Admittedly, the
severity of this type of injury is exceptional. But even if we were to put a
ln April of 2005 a Pelusyivania high schooi freshman, Ryan Adler, was seriously
injured when he stalled out and hit his head in the vicinity of the box. For a collection of
30

articles and discussion reiating to this incident, see http://www.polevaultpolver'com;
also supra note 1 for a discussion on the Aprii 2008 death of Ryan Moberg.
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very high dollar figure on accidental death, say five million Jollars. when
multiplied by an exrremely low probability, this side of the Hand Formula
equation winds up being a fairly low hgure. on the other hand, rhe costs
of prevention are steep.
For example, begin with a conservative figure for the number of
helmets that someone would have to purchase, say 10,000-20,000.3r Then
multiply that by the cost of the helmet (even with discounrs and shippin_e
costs one would be lucky to get it for iess than 985).3t Now add the costs
that would result from some percentage of vaulters experiencing a sudden
trauma (i.e., broken neck) due to a severe hyperflexion plus the costs
associated with some percentage (say even 3%) of vaulters suffering
chronic neck injuries that may not even manifest until 10 years from now.
These costs seem to be exceptionally high (insurance, doctors, X-ray,
medication, physical therapy, and legal). In our estimation, although it
may seem dispassionate, the costs associated with buying thousands of
helmets coupled with the costs of treating hunclreds of broken necks and
hundreds and even thousands of vaulters suffering from long term chronic
neck injuries will far outweigh the costs associated with the isolated
occurrence of severe head trauma or death caused by cranial injury (i.e.,
without a helmet).
we think that vaulters, their parents, and coaches should be
advised of the risks involved with wearing or not wearing a helmet while
pole vaulting. Given those risks, the decision of whether to wear a helmet
should be left up to each individual or that individual's parents and or
coach. But it would be a mistake for any rulemaking body, such as NFHS
or state association, to make wearing a helmet mandatory.
one final note. If the NFHS or a state association were to make
wearing helmets mandatory and if either immediate injury or chronic
injury were caused by wearing a helmet, could the NFHS or state
association who rnade such a rule be held liable? yes, we think so.
Should that be a factor that the NFHS or state association takes into
account when considering adopting such a rule. Yes, we think so. A
mandatory helmet rule which sets an industry standard of practice and is
revealed to cause catastrophic or chronic injury when used correctly rvould
be an obvious breach of the duty of care to the participants by the
governing body. we arrive at these conclusions by simply analyzing
3'The NCCSIJ estimated there were 25,000
high school parricipants in the pole vault
in their 2005 report.
12

See e.g., http://www.polevaulthelmet.com (last visited

Dec.21, 200g).
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porenrial liability in common ton law terms. Liabiliry typically
fails to act
predicated on whether someone, in this case the NFHS, acts or
in a reasonable manner. As we explained, courts have used the Hand
Simply
Forrnula to determine reasonableness in this rype of context'
to adopt a rule
stated, it would be unreasonabie for a rulemaking body
the injury
whose cumulative costs of prevention outweigh the costs of
suffers any type of
sought to be prevented. Consequently, a vaulter who
ir:rryt, while wearing a helmet (i.e., a helmet that was required by
cause of action
"1.[
some rulemaking entity) would cerrainly have a viable
realities'
against that rule maker, given the current state of economic
group of injured
Furthermore, the prospect of a class action law suit by a
athletic
vaulters against a ruiemaking body, such as the NFHS, state
association, or NCAA, seems particularly likely'
The possibility that latent, chronic cervical spine injuries will
action plaintiffs
manifest in the future reminds one of the way that class
companies'
have succeedecl against asbestos rnanufacturers and tobaccO
quite
On the other han;, given these sarne economic realities, it seems
would not be
clear that a vaulter who suffers a traurnatic cranial injury
the rule maker
successful against such a rule maker on the theory that
is clearly in the
should have required the wearing of hehnets.3a Hence, it
not to adopt
best legal interests of the NFHS and other rulemaking bodies
it is in the
a rule that would require vaulters to wear helmets' Moreover,
best interests of the vaulters.
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Either a sudclen or chronic injury'
would
Of course there are many other facrual inquires that an injured vauiter

pursue(e.g',whetherthepitsizemetthe:ninimumsizerequirements,whethertherewas
theories, see VerSteeg'
sufficient perimerer padiing, etc.;. For additional legal
Negligence in the
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